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Abstract

Experinental ceasurenents arc reported for Incipient boilinj superheats i:i a eonvectlve sodiua system.
The results shew that definitive evaluation of the incipient wall superheat requires a knowledge of the
location o£ inception and detection of a::y entrained noncondersable i,"as tabbies. It is shown that, when
history and gas solubility effects arc properly accounted lor, a reentrant cavity model is representative
of the data.
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INTRODUCTION

Several recent experimental investigations1'12 have
been conducted to determine the amount of superheat
a liquid metal can sustain before boiling is initi-
ated. Data have been published in the litera-
ture2"5 which indicate a strong dependence upon the
coolant velocity in the range of 0-2 m/sec, i.e..
the Incipient superheat decreases as the velocity
Increases. However, experimental results are also
available which indicate comparatively high uall
superheats for velocities in and above this
range.'"1- Two general criticisas of the data In-
dicating a strong velocity dependence have been
that neither the location of inception nor the en-
trained gis content were recorded during the
experiments. The analysis presented in Kef. 14
Illustrates the necessity of detecting the axial
location of Inception and the gas Injection tesca
reported In Ref. 15 show that the injection of a
na&condensable gas bubble into a superheated liq-
uid accal will Initiate bulk boiling.

The test section for this Investigation was instru-
•ented to detect both the axial location of boiling
and the entrained e*s content. Therefore, the re-
lationship between coolant velocity and the incipi-
ent superheat can be definitively evaluated in the
velocity range of lntciast.

EXPERIMENTAL AFPAFIATUS

The facility used ror this study is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. The details of the test section
and all the associated instrumentation are given in
Fig. 2. An 0.584 cr; 00 shenthed-coil type of heat-
er was used. The heater elenent was Nictirorae V

Fig. 1 Basic Loop Schematic

wire rated for 38 kw at 449 V. Type 316 atainless .
steel was used for the sheath, and the downstream
end of the heater was grounded to the sodium. A
0.178 cm OD wire, wrapped on a 30.S cm pitch, main-
tained the annular coolant passage between the ,
heater and the outer wall (0.953 cm ID x 1.27 en
OD). j

la addition to the standard measurement* of pres- :
sure, temperature, heater power, and flow rate, two
other measurements were taken which proved to be
valuable in analyzing the experimental data.

1) Electrodes were welded onto the outer tube
through which a icall (10 aaperc) DC current could
be supplied to the outer wall, wire wrap, heater
sheath, and sodium coolant. Voltage taps on the
outer wall enabled one to distinguish between
nucleations within the superheated region and boil-
ing initiation triggered by an entrained nonccn- ;
densable gas bubble. . j
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Fig. 2 Test Section

2) A converging-diverging nozzle in the test sec-
tion bypass detected any average etitrained gas
volume fractions about 10"-*, which is the range of
validity for such an instrument.is This raeasure-
nent complemented the voltage taps in that the
voltage taps could detect a single bubble or chain
of bubbles, and the nozzle could detect significant
average concentrations.

For boiling inception within the superheated region,
the superheat was evaluated as the highest heater
wall temperature within that voltage tap increment
minus the saturation temperature. When nucleation
occurred downstream of the end of the heated length,
the superheat was evaluated a's the bulk coolant
temperature in that increment minus the local sat-
uration temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

As has been extensively discussed in the litera-
ture,1"12 incipient boiling data for liquid metals
are dependent upon a large nuir.ber of system para-
meters. Therefore, in order to report meaningful
data on this phenomenon, it is important that the
operating procedures are specified in detail.

1) The operating pressure was set by regulating
the pressure in the gas plenum, and the entire loop
was heated up to 427*C. This was accomplished in
two different ways:

I
a) The loop was brought up to temperature by

using only the trace and guard heaters. After the
test section heater was energized, the first boiling
run was taken within 15 minutes.

b) The test section heater was used in the
heatup period in addition to the guard and trace
heaters. Under these conditions, the downstream
end of the heated region was at approximately 593'C
for 2-3 hours. This was by far the highest tem-
perature in the loop during this tise.

2) The flow rate through the test section was set
with the inlet valve. Boiling was achieved by in-
creasing the heat flux in ssall increments until
Inception occurred.

• j) tV.k'wiMi; iiiL'iv.iL t'*n • sU-:uiy-H tate boiling was
Mi}<l't't'*:<('u in onu ol two w a y s ;

a) If the inception phep.raienon caused a 20%
flow reduction, a ilua trip automatically cut off
the heater poser, -inJ the lew-•cultures throughout
the test fiction quickly decayed to -'.J7°C.

b) If (a) did not occur, the power was gradu-
ally decreased until !>.>ilii.t; ceased; hence, the
temperalure at tlie e:vi of the hcJted zone was
slightly less than tin; cerrrsronding saturation
value.

4) After boiling was suppressed, the gas plenun
pressure and/or the test section flow ratij were set
to new values and the next run van initiated.

5) For overnight operation, the system was cooled
down to 315*C, and the gas plenum was then pres-
surized to 1.03 ata.

EXPERIMENTAL KESl'LTS

Figure 3 shows a typical heater wall temperature
profiles in the region of boiling inception. The
heater wall temperatures are calculated from the
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Fig. 3 Coolant Temperature Profile

outer wall measurements using a Nusselt number .
(ht^/k) of 6. The axial location of Inception is :

noted, and it is clear that boiling does not neces-
sarily begin at the point of maximum superheat.
Therefore, to definitively evaluate the contribu- I
tion of any proposed effect, it is essential to '.
know the wall superheat at the point of inception.1''

The convective incipient-superheat data for a sys- <
tea pressure of 0.143 atm are shown in Fig. 5. :

The upper graph is the superheat on the heater wall
at the point of Inception for all cases f.n which
nucleation occurred within a superheated liquid '
region. In contrast, the lower graph displays the
caxinua superheat in the test section for all runs
at this pressure regardless of the type of nuclea-
tion. The representation given In the lower illus-
tration is equivalent to that used by several
previous investigators.2«''»5 When the experimental
results are interpreted on the basis of the uiaxlmua
superheat and all nuclestlons are included, the )
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Fig. 6 Surface Dcactivation and Reactivation
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Fig. 4 Incipient Superheats at G-143 atm.

pressure results given in Fig. 5. As will be sub-
sequently discussed, it is felt that the incipience
phenomenon is controlled by parameters not delin-
eated on Figs. It and S.
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tit. 5 Incipient Superheats at 0-35 ato.

All the gas bubble nucleations at 4.5 ft/sec and
below were caused by a single bubble or • single
group of bubbles passing through a saturated or
superheated region. For higher systea velocities,
the gas detection nozzle indicated a significant.
average gas volume fraction in the coolant, and
{or such cases, the coolant began boiling at zero
bulk superheat.

Znclplent-bolllng phenomenon for a given fluid Is a
coaplex physical process, and it is not reasonable
to expect that the controlling nechanisa for one'
fluid also governs another fluid with greatly

different themophysicaJ properties.17 ^ne incep-
tion criterion recomended by Hsuia has been suc-
cessfully applied to such data tot nany ordinary
fluids although one sust still be aware of the
prcssure-t<;~peraLure history as illustrated by
Fabic.ls However, the hii:h thermal conductivity
of liquid cetals dictates that the tangency cri-
terion is not the dominant factor. This was exper-
imentally demonstrated in Kef. 1 by showing that
incipient-boiling events induced by heating or
depressurization produced the sane initial super-
Iieats. Cine tangency criterion is ceaningiess for
boiling due to depressurization.) Holtz1'}0 and
Chen6 proposed that the pressure-tenperatuce
history determines the cagnitude of incipient super-
heat in a liquid-.Tetal system by dictating'the size
of the active surface cavities. Experimental data
have been reported for sodium and potassiun systems
which demonstrate the effect of pressure-temperature
history.1'?"10 It has been demonstrated experi-
nentally1'11'12'19 that once boiling has bieen
initiated, the surface can be reactivated (boiling
hysteresis), and the effect of the previous history
has been diminished or erased. Such behavior was
also witnessed in this study and is shown in Fig. 6.
Several successive runs were taken at 0.14J3 ato and
0.7 o/sec and rather low values of superheat were
measured. The system was then exposed to <i more •
severe deactivation condition. The next run at
0.143 atm required a considerably greater trail
superheat for inception than the previous runs.
Houever, the history was not reestablished, and ;
the incipient superheat In the succeeding runs
rapidly decayed back to a value corresponding to
the runs which preceded the 0.7 atn history.,

In Experimental Procedures! It was pointed out that
the facility was brought up to teaperature in two
different canners. In particular, method (b) was
used on two successive days and on these occasions,
comparatively large superheats were neasured for
the first run of each day. In contrast, r.ethod (a)
was cnployed on the regaining days and the first
run of each day was characterized by low or nega-
tive values of incipient superheat (see Table I).
This behavior is Indicative of the presence of non-
condensable gas in the surface cavities. The gas
diffused into the cavities while the system circu-
lated at 315"C and 1.05 atn gas plenum pressure
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durinf. off I.ours, Mien c:i't!iu<l (.1) W.IH ti-ieil to b
up the loop, the tost section was brought up to
I'oili.vj; in a cirp.ir.itively short tice, and tlms,
the pas may not h.ive ii.iJ tii-.e to go back into SLO
tlon which i.vuld result ia a hi.-.h (,.,-> p.irtl-il pr
suro in the surface o.-.vities Jnd .1 low Incipient
superheat. However, for cethod (b), the tost se
tion w.is maintained at a hl>:li temperature for a
Ions period before the boiling runs were initiat
I'ndcr tilts condition, core ga.-. coiJJ a'.itujc out
the cavities which would produce a lower g.1.4 par
tial pressure and a higher incipient si:per!ic3C.

TABLE I

Heating ? V
Date Method ata tn/sec

Type

of

Keentr.tnt
Cavity

Nucl. Model °C

5/11

5/12
5/13
5/14
5/14

a
b
b
a
a

0.21
0.21
0.35
0.14
0.21

0.32

0.69

0.72
0.67
0.66

0
61
59
-3
1

W
W
w
K
V

10
53
56
-12
10

W - vail nucleation
B - gas-bubble nucleation

To evaluate the gas behavior, it is assu-ned that
the entire sodiu.ii inventory is in equilibrium with
the gas plenim at 1.05 at£ and 315*C (off-hour
circulating conditions) as described by Henry's Law.

C - K(T)PV
g

(1)

It is further assumed that during the operating
hours there is no mass transfer ccraramicstior with
the gas plenua and also that no gas coir.es out of
solution. As shown in Fig. 1, the argon-sodium
Interface is removed from the circulatory path and
the necked-down portion between the gas disengage-
ment tank and the expansion tank further impedes
gas diffusion. Any noncondensable gas bubbles
which circulated through the system probably were
entrained at the argon .sodium interface in the heat
exchanger. This surface is in equilibrium with the
coolant as specified in Eq. 1. Hence, the gas con-
centration is assumed constant, or, at equilibrium,

K(T,)

S2

Using the expression given in Ref. 21 for Henry's
Law constant describing the solubility of argon gas
in sodiuo, the gas partial pressures at 427*C
(•ethod (a)] and 593*C [method (b)) are 0.061 ata
and 0.0034 atm respectively. As described above,
the heater was brought up to boiling in a compara-
tively short tlee which leaves little time for gas
to diffuse into the coolant. If it is assumed that
the gas is heated at constant volune froa 427*C to
760*C*and that no gas diffuses out of the cavity,
the gas partial pressure is 0.090 atm for method
(a). A similar analysis for method (b) yields a
value of 0.0041 ata.

This simplified analysis demonstrates that it is
reasonable to expect that heating methods (a) and
(b) will produce significantly different cavity
conditions In the surface cavities and thus, sig-
nificantly different superheats.

ANALYSIS

A:: t.hovn in thf previous section, tlie eftect of a
given history is quUv.ly er.î uil if i t is not re-
es;t;iMisheJ prior to e.uh i!*k"!pienL-lioiliiig test*
'Ihc data i:> this stuJy ar.J t;euerjlly ior a l l other
liquii!—-:etal lnci|*i^!:c-i>oiliRg t-xperiiiients in con-
veotivo systetBB-»"«" have iuvn accusulatvd by
t.ikij.j aucuessivi! runs witiuiut reestablishing a
giwn hi:-tory bet*t-i::'. ejicn run. A notable excep-
tion to tl'.ia .-.t.itet.ent is the "K." series of Ref. 2
where a specific history was applied after every
run ur.d comparatively hi/.!i incipient superheats
were consistently obtained. This series of runs

be discussed later.

Tlie various assumptions which can be employed in
deriving the pressure-temperature-history model for
liquid Retals are discussed in detail by Holtz.1

For the si-plc analysis considered herein, the re-
entrant cavity described by Bankoff*-* affords a
sinple, convenient, and highly-illustrative model
of the nucleatlon phencrienon. It i s tacitly
assiraed in this analysis that reentrant cavities of
the required physical dimensions are available.

For the given conditions, the maximum dcactivation
would be :

2CT(T')
(3)

Therefore, tiie incipient su|erheat under such con-
ditions is expressed as

[PV(T2) Pg(T2)] - - [Py(T')

+ Pg(T')]) (4)

When a surface has existed at an elevated tempera-
ture (590*C or greater) for a couple of hours, the
noncondensable gas partial pressure in the cavity
can be neglected for gas concentrations typical of
this study. j

Assuming that a surface is reactivated after each
run, this expression is applicable to data where
successive runs are taken without reapplying the
deactivation pressure; hence, F' • Pg. The deacti-.
vatlon is due to temperature variation. The pre-
diction of Eq. 4 for various deaetivation
temperatures is shown in Fig. 7 along with the ;
incipient measurements with similar deactivation i
conditions from this study, and the agreement is ;
encouraging. ;

The above prediction is based upon the naximua ;

deactivation conditions. In the preceding section,
the role of gas diffusion into the surface cavities
was outlined, and it was shown that the method of
heating the loop determined the gas partial pres-
sure In the cavities for the first run of each day.
Evaluating the gas partial pressure as outlined
above, Eq. 4 can be used to calculate the superheat
under these conditions. Table I lists the predic-
tions of the pretsure-tercperature-hlstory model for
the Initial runs of each day. The reentrant cavity
BOdel gives a good description of the magnitude and
trends of the data including the negative superheat
observed on 5/14.



Fig. 7 Reentrant Cavity Predictions

For the "K" runs reported In Kef. 2, the pewer was
tripped following each run and a pressure history
vas applied prior to the next run. If gas partial
pressure is assumed negligible and the history
applied just prior to the run is used as the deac-
tivation, a comparison can be affected between
these experinental results and the prediction of
Eq. 4.
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Fit* 8 Reentrant Cavity Prediction!

The resulting comparisons arc given In Fit. 8 for
two different histories, and the agreement Is
excellent.

CONCLUSIONS

1) .toy effect of system velocity on the Incipient
vail superheat, for the conditions studied, Is
within the scatter of the data.

2) lihen previous history and noncondensablc gases
•ic properly accounted for, the reentrant cavity
nodel provides a reliable estlnate of the Incipient
vail superheat.


